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CONNECTING WITH
THE CONSUMER

Adding to the sale
Trims & adhesives complete the package
By Elise Linscott
Multilayer flooring (MLF) is one of the
newest and fastest-growing product
categories in the flooring industry, and
manufacturers of trims and moldings,
adhesives and floor preparation products
have kept up with these innovations by
introducing water-resistant, high-performance products to match. Here’s a
look at just some of what is available on
the market today:

than demolished reducing the amount of
demolition material going to landfills,”
Stewart said. “We also have dust-reducing
special properties in many of our products
that reduce the amount of dust created
when mixing and using them.”

have become popular since they’re more
cost-effective than wood while still offering a wood visual.
“We now have 16 profiles to cover all
multilayer flooring ranging from 2.5mm
up to 15mm,” Pagano said. “Enduracor is a
waterproof core with a 0.4mm wood veneer
layer. We blend this to specific manufacturers’ floors and apply a top coat to seal the
wood — making it highly water resistant, if
not waterproof. Having the wood veneer as
part of the product gives us the ability to still
use our artistic touch to blend to thousands
of manufacturers’ floors.”

Artistic Finishes has a number of trims
that work with MLF products, according
to marketing coordinator Jocelyn Pagano,
including a uniquely designed wood stair
DriTac
Flooring
Products recently nosing to blend to LVP and LVT floorlaunched a line of eco-friendly resilient, ing and its Enduracor waterproof core
wood and laminate flooring underlayment. moldings for most MLF products, which
Included in that portfolio is DriTac 8301
Impact, a 1mm foam underlayment and
acoustical barrier developed for installation of MLF, LVT/LVP, carpet tile and cork
tile floors. DriTac 8301 Impact for resilient
floors provides enhanced acoustical abatement properties in a total sound reduction
system (SRS) with dual force, silent fuse
technology when used with approved DriTac
flooring adhesives. DriTac’s SRS also offers
moisture control properties, less risk and a
lifetime warranty under one company, said
Wade Verble, vice president of underlayment
for DriTac Flooring Products.
“These types of system-based flooring
installation solutiovns provide proven Enduracor by Artistic Finishes
technology and tremendous value with
increased profits for dealers and RSAs,”
Verble said.
[Las Vegas] Trims and moldings introduced this year at The International Surface
HPS Schönox designs all of its subflooring Event followed the latest trends in flooring — one of the biggest is water-resistant
solutions, including primers and moisture and waterproof flooring.
Versatrim, for example, has a new
mitigation, repair, patching and smoothing products, floor leveling compounds, Slimcap with a PVC core and square
adhesives and waterproofing materials edge, featured at the company’s booth
to provide the best subfloor solutions here. For the past two years, Versatfor MLF products, according to Ivey rim has made it its mission to provide
Stewart, director of public relations for quality trims for luxury vinyl tile and
Schönox. In addition, all these products planks, laminate and MLF, according to
are eco-friendly and contribute to LEED sales manager Tina Emery.
“We have expanded this selection
credits, which is a top consideration for
consumers across hard surface flooring of trims and added to our partnerships with large manufacturers of
and preparation products.
“Our products include floor leveling these types of floors,” she offered.
And while makers are following the
compounds made from the by-product of
the process to purify power plant emis- trends in functionality, they are also keysions, primers and adhesives with no VOCs ing into the most popular visuals. Look
(volatile organic compounds) and products for light gray tones and natural hues to
that allow floors to be renovated rather match today’s best selling visuals.
The new Slimcap from Versatrim
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